




THIS IS THE 7 DAY A WEEK PROGRAM

These can be used to simplify programming. All times must be the same for the days chosen!  

So, instead of having to program the same daily spray cycles 7 times, you just pick one of the 
pre-programmed day of the week settings and program your daily spray cycles only once for the entire week.



Press the TIMER button.  Then press the DAY button and select one of the 15 pre-programed 
options.  #1 is pre-programmed for 7 days a week, which is the one you want to use.  After 
picking the pre-programmed day of week settings, you're now ready to set the Spray Start Times.  

For every spray during the course of the day, you need to set an ON and OFF.  This does NOT 
affect the spray duration.  So, let's say you want your first spray time at 7am for 30 seconds.  You 
would set your first Spray Start Time at 7:00am and the Spray Stop Time at 7:01am.

Remember, this does NOT mean you are going to spray for one minute.  The Spray Start and 
Stop Times only tells the clock what time to START spraying.  You will ALWAYS use the "Misting 
Time Seconds"  knob on your control panel to set the desired spray duration (ex: 30 seconds).

The display will show “1 on”. Set the time you want the unit to turn on (ex: 7:00am) by pressing 
the “hour” and “min” buttons. Press the “timer” key again and “1 off” shows in the display. Set the 
off time for 1 minute later (ex: 7:01am). For additional cycles, press the timer key and set “2 on”, 
“2 off” etc. 

Press the CLOCK button once you are done.

REMEMBER: The Misting Duration is set by turning the "Misting Time Seconds" knob and only 
needs to be set once for all your Spray Start Times.


